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T+m T where c is the running cost function. If the minimum is obtained for some u(.), it is called an optimal control. Under certain conditions we will show that there exists an optimal control. We then study the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB for short) equation. The HJB equation for this problem is given by where 4 : Rd -+ IR and p is a scalar. Under certain conditions we establish the existence of a unique viscosity solution (4, p ) of the above equation. Finally we characterize the optimal control via this unique solution.
The existence of an optimal control for this problem has been studied in [3] , [4], [6] , [lo] . In these works the existence of an optimal control has been established under suitable conditions. However, one does not have the existence of an optimal control for arbitrary initial law. Under ERGODIC CONTROL PROBLEM 3 a certain Liapunov type stability condition we have got rid of this Iimitation. To the best of our knowledge the viscosity solution of the HJB equation for the ergodic control problem has not been studied thus far.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with notation and preliminaries. In Section 3 we establish the existence of an optimal control. The HJB equation is studied in Section 4.
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let V be a compart metric space and U = P ( V ) the space of probability measures on V endowed with the topology of weak convergence. We consider the d-dimensional controlled diffusion process , and for u E u k= 1
.4n admissible control (relaxed or precise) u(.) is called feedback if u(.) is progressively measurable with respect to the natural filtration of X(.).
In such a case (2.1) will not admit a strong solution in general. We say that (X(.), u(.)) is a stationary relaxed solution of the controlled martingale problem for L if (X(.), u ( . ) ) is a stationary process such that u(.) is a relaxed feedback control and X(.) the corresponding controlled diffusion.
We now state the following result which plays a very crucial role in the existence of an optimal control. For a proof see [9] . We will carry our program under the following 'stability' assumption.
We assume t h a t there exist a symmetric positive definite matrix Q and
The following example will show the assumptions (A1) and (A3) arise naturally. 
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We will now establish the 'asymptotic flatness of the flow' under ( A l ) , (A3). We closely follow the arguments in [2] .
L e m m a 2.1. Let u(.) be any admissible relaxed control. Let X ( x , t )
be the corresponding solution with initial condition
Proof. Consider the Liapunov function
The function w may be modified near the origin to make it a C 2 function on all of lRd.
Write bk to denote the partial differentiation with respect to the k-th coordinate and let Then using (A3), for x # y ,
Let r = inf{t 2 OIX(x,t) = X ( y , t ) ) (possibly +a). Now by Ito's formula, For t 2 r , X ( x , t) = X(y, t) a s . by the pathwise uniqueness of the solution of (2.1). Thus by Gronwall's inequality it follows that for any 
T + w T (3.7)
Thus u*(.) as above is optimal.
Remark 3.1. Note that (3.7) establishes a much stronger optimality of u*(.), viz., the most "pessimistic" average cost under u*(.) is no worse than the most "optimistic" average cost under any other admissible control.
H A M I L T O N -J A C O B I -B E L L M A N E Q U A T I O N
The HJB equation for the ergodic control problem is
where, a t each local maximum x of ((b -$), and at each local minimum x of ((b -$).
We will show that (4.1) has a unique viscosity solution in G x IR. To this end we follow the traditional vanishing discount method. Let X > 0.
For an admissible relaxed control u(.), let Let (bx denote the discounted value function, i.e. for some constant C) .
(4.8)
By the results of [8] (see also [7] ) q5x is the unique viscosity solution in H of the following HJB equation for the discounted control problem
Theorem 4.1. Under (Al), (A2) and (A3), (4.1) has a viscosity solu-
Proof. For x, y E IRd we have
Thus there exists a constant Cs independent of A such that converges to a scalar p as n -t oo. Thus by the stability property of viscosity solution ( [7] , [8] ) it follows that the pair ( $ , p ) is a viscosity solution of (4.1). Clearly $(O) = 0 and from (4.10) it follows that $ is
solution of (4.1) then p = p*.
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Proof. Let y > 0. Since (4, p) is a viscosity solution of (4.1), therefore
Therefore by the uniqueness of viscosity solution ( [7] , [8] (iii) If u is an admissible relaxed control which is optima1 and the
is an 3t-martingale.
Proof.
(i) Let u ( -) be any admissible relaxed control. By (4.12)
is an 3t-submartingale [4] . Letting y + 0, (i) follows.
is an 3t-martingale under u(.), we have by taking X ( 0 ) = x. 
We claim that Eq < co for any x 6 M,. Indeed, let x $ ME and y E M .
Then since M is an invariant set for X(.) under u*(.)
by ( Similary we can show that for any x E tRd Hence 4 -$ .
